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Desking that combines height
adjustability and collaboration

Atlas Office Landscape
Designed by Tim Wallace

Herman Miller’s long heritage in pioneering work systems led us
to approach designer Tim Wallace for a new height-adjustable
solution which reflected desking requirements for the 21st century.
He immediately saw an opportunity to create something that
worked with the whole office environment.

“To me the problem wasn’t in creating a single desk; there are
plenty of examples of those,” says Tim. “The real challenge comes
when that single desk needs to be multiplied and then fitted into
a space. I saw the opportunity for a system that really benefited
the working environment, both today and in the future.”

Challenge your Space
Atlas Office Landscape is a height-adjustable work system that
goes beyond the limitations of the simple sit-stand desk. Its holistic
approach encourages imaginative new ways to plan office spaces
through a focus on human-centred design and ergonomic excellence.

An Intelligent System
Reflecting Herman Miller’s long history and expertise in pioneering
innovative work systems, Atlas Office Landscape is an inventive
design, and different from a standard sit-stand desking system.
A simplified and consistent approach to both componentry and
electric options makes configuring and creating large groups of
height-adjustable desks as easy as a single workstation. Integrated
storage and meeting tables ensure Atlas has the flexibility to meet
each individual’s needs with ease.

Curves not Corners
With its softly curved edges, Atlas Office Landscape has an
organic appearance that flows effortlessly through your office space.
Crafted to reflect the elegance of a piece of furniture rather than a row
of regimented machinery, its rounded aesthetic is consistent across
the whole vocabulary. Work surface, screens, power supply and
storage make spaces feel more organic, more inviting, more human.

Atlas uses shared componentry to make specifying large groups of desks as easy as a
single workstation. Desktops, electric options, wire management, leg columns, and storage
can be used across every application.

“Atlas isn’t constrained by structures
traditionally seen in height-adjustable
furniture, such as a horizontal beam.
This means that rectilinear, 90-degree
and z-plan layouts are all easily
achievable.”

Details and Features

Worktop dividers

Integrated desktop power solutions

Personal storage options

Electric height-adjustment options

Storage with seat-pad

Power distribution hubs

For full features and options available for Atlas Office Landscape,
please visit hermanmiller.com

About Tim Wallace
After completing a Master’s Degree at the Royal College of Art, Wallace
spent more than a decade gaining experience working with companies
in the UK, Europe, China and the US. In 1996, Wallace established
Tim Wallace Design, and since then he has developed a strong
international client list and a range of products unprecedented in their
success. His designs are produced throughout the world and include
award winning products such as Abak Environments for Herman Miller.

Tim Wallace
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